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Abstract: Nowadays everything seems to be original and it's 

being herculean task to identify which is not real. It may be a 
currency for people or valued currency for students such as 
certificates. A lot of fraudulent parties have made money by 
encouraging the duplicate certificates in society. As a result, low 
talented or inefficient people are getting more and they are being 
responsible for the degradation of any nation’s value. A 

blockchain-based certificate is a prime solution for the above 
problem. In this work, would like to discuss the functioning of a 
smart contract in favor of Issuing, verifying, and revoking the 
certificates through gas value[9] deductions. Thus our certificate 
can provide the added assurances of evidence of origin in a 
transparent manner using. 
 

Keywords : Blockchain, Smart contracts, Certificates, Gas 
value, Transparency. 
 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

A. System overview 

    Advancement in technology is helpful for mankind in many 
ways such as saving our time, ease of communication, 
improved banking sector, better hospitality, and fast mobility 
of every field. To add advancement in the education 
certificate issuing system my project is built to counterfeit the 
fraudulent practices occurred in the issue of academic 
certification thorough using disruptive technology like 
block-chain. Usage of paper based documents, centralized 
database repositories for generating certificates is less secure, 
not more reliable, and inefficient. Because of all these 
sometimes loss of records happening, fake certificates birth 
rate increasing. No other security system challenges as 100 
percent secure system other than the blockchain-based system 
nowadays. Using blockchain[3] as the main theme we 
proposed a certificate issuing system that works securely. 
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Our system runs on the smart contract using 
Ethereum-solidity [1] environments or using a truffle suite 
that can manage our smart contract for custom deployments. 
We should extend plugin like metamask[11] because it acts as 
a gateway for application. 

B. Motivation 

     Immense use cases for the educational systems, corporate 
companies, and other sectors that use qualified, graduated 
students as their workforce enhanced or resolved by this 
disruptive technology named blockchain[3,4]. A student’s 

professional growth is validated by certificates he/she owned. 
Duplicate/fake certificates are generated because the records 
are offline and there is no superior authority to cross-check or 
to validate. Only power resided to single man/authority they 
can manipulate for malpractices, for any other benefits. Many 
block-chain applications failed due to lack of awareness about 
this technology. All the systems are resting in books because 
of the unknown facts of block-chain. 

C. Objectives 

     Putting an end to existing technologies based on the stamp 
and seal procedure for certificate generation on paper. 
Developing an open standard that can create or issue, revoke 
and verify academic certificates without the use of paper. 
Creating a source that we can share our certificates and verify 
from anywhere and anytime. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

    T. Kannan, et. al [1] designed a system as per the current 
demand of academic certificates is more because it’s an 

identity. Applications of passport, visa, driving license, and 
many other require standards like academic certificates. To 
obtain these benefits from academic certificates some people 
making actions like forging documents, photography edits, 
and deceiving system. Hence Al- Zaytoonah University of 
Jordan decided to develop an authentic system that checks the 
authenticity of the document/certificate using block-chain 
technology. Therefore they developed a smart contract and 
named it as smartcert[1] and implemented it in Ethereum 
platform located at remix.ethereum.org. They make use of 
database for storing all the certificates in a single room.    A. 
Badr, et.al [2] discussed about a permission blockchain 
system to verify academic records. Nowadays everything is 
automated they save or time but coming to education system 
still they are using manual process for certificate/transcripts 
transfer. Making this into an automatic a permissioned 
block-chain based system developed which doesn’t require 

proof of work for validation as it named permissioned.  
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Using Hyper ledger[2] fabric system developed with 
sendTranscript() function transfer of certificates/transcript 
happens. Ownership of the transcript is resided to only one 
person. Transcript transfer happens based on set of rules 
written in the hyperledger, owner. 
    J. Cheng, et. al [3] proposed a system for digital certificates 
using blockchain technology because millions of people 
graduate each year. Graduated people continue their 
education or go to the workplace. Wherever they go whatever 
they choose their professional growth is measured by their 
academic certificates, diplomas they pursued. But academic 
certificate contains only two inputs such as certifier name 
(college/school), student name, therefore some third parties 
making advantage of this and forging academic certificates 
for many purposes like money, power, and to dishonor the 
reputation of the system. Thus they developed an 
anti-forge[3] mechanism for the education system, other 
systems that consider academic certificate for validating the 
professional growth of the students/employees joining their 
institution/company. This anti-forge[3] mechanism 
completely built as blockchain-based application thus record 
each transaction of a certificate issued by the authority and 
creates a block for a group of transactions. Each transaction is 
recorded with timestamp values. 
    A. Srivastava, et.al [5] proposed a framework Companies, 
universities, and many other private sectors face difficulties in 
background verification. Lot of man power and time required 
for background verification even though not getting cent 
percentage successful results. To overcome thissystem 
developed that can issue certificate on blockchain and makes 
easy for verification through online platform. System works 
on consensus which uses a multi signature protocol for issuing 
certificate. Every node in the system obeys the consensus[5] 
hence all the transactions are recorded and framed in a ledger, 
If any new node like X a stakeholder comes verify the 
certificate he joins the blockchain network therefore he gets 
access to the public ledger and verifies. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

   A standard system which is more secure, more reliable that 
can create or issue, revoke, and verify academic certificates, 
and harder to forge academic certificates. In our System, the 
two important actors are one is institution authority and the 
second actor is student/others. The first actor performs all the 
three actions such as issuing, verifying, and revoking 
certificate but the second actor can only perform one verify 
action as shown in the Fig.1 Block diagram. Each action 
performed by the institution authority converts into a 
transaction. One or group of transactions forms a block. 
Whenever a new block is created it will automatically be 
linked to the previous block in the network. Therefore a chain 
of blocks came into existence while the system works on and 
conclude as blockchain[3].    In this work smart contract[1] is 
the major theme of the system it created two modules using 
solidity[3,4] language they are namely administrator, student 
as shown in the Fig.3 as web interface. 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed system architecture 

 
Administrator module: In this module the administrator can 
perform three functions such as 

 Issue(): 
This function is used to generate a new certificate to 
perform this action administrator should use admin 
login and use an account generated by testrpc. 

 Verify() 
This function checks the existence of the certificate 
in blockchain network. If  the certificate exits in the 
network then the system replies true as shown in 
Fig.7 or it shows false if certificate does not exist. 

 Revoke() 
Revoke function in our system shows the certificate 
details such as certificate type, issuer name, recipient 
name and date of the certificate issued.  

As shown in the Fig.4 Metamask [11] login is required 
because it is a web injection that carries the asset required for 
certificate generation. Administrator is ready to generate 
certificate he requires following details as shown in the Fig.5 
like document id, certificate type, issuer name, and receiving 
person name. After filling all the fields admin should click the 
button to issue certificate then a new certificate is created with 
a timestamp [2] and Transaction details are stored in the 
network as shown in the Fig. 6. Issue certificate is payable 
operation for that gas price is chargeable following table.1, 
graph shows the gas price required for issue of the certificate.  

Table- I: Representing the stats of certificates, total 
ether 

No.of 
certificates 

Gas Limit 
(units) 

Gas Used Gas Price 
CGWEI 

Total ETH 

1 20643 137622 100 0.0137622 
10 206430 1376220 1000 1.37622 
20 412860 2752440 2000 5.50488 
30 619290 4128660 3000 12.38598 
40 825720 5504880 4000 22.01952 
50 1032150 6881100 5000 34.4055 

100 2064300 13762200 10000 137.622 

Student module: In this module there is only one function 
exist that to for checking the presence of the certificate in the 
blockchain. To perform the operation our system asks for the 
user document id that is similar to certificate number, 
certificate type, and receiver name  as input if the certificate 
exists in the network the status of the certificate will be true, 
otherwise the status will be false as shown in the Fig-7.  
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Our system is scalable hence any number student can verify at 
the same time there is no concurrency. 
    The Fig.2 representing the graph between number of 
certificates issued for the ether consumed by the system. It 
clearly shows that direct proportionality because as increase 
in the certificates generated the total cost of the ether 
consumption also increases. 

 
Fig. 2. Certificates Vs. Ether graph 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
    Below Fig.3 shows the application window of the 
Administrator and student side credentials. It acts as an 
interface between blockchain based application level to the 
user’s level. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Admin, Student login modules 

 
    Metamask login is required to  hold the asset in 
metamask[11] wallet. There fore Fig.4  is a security check to 
login testrpc generated seed phrase should be entered here for 
asset transfer to metamask wallet.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Metamask Login 

Cost of Gas value to generate a certificate also can visible in 
metamask  screen as shown in Fig 5. This is a pop up message 

from metamask[11] whenever adminstrator tries to perfrom 
issue operation this dialog box comes as a system call it is also 
known as metamask notification. Here admin takes the 
decision of generating the certificate. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Administrator issuing certificate using gas. 

 
Fig.6 shows the Eth transaction details after issue of the 
certificate/creation of the certificates based on the input data 
given by the admin authority. These details  appear at 
metamask side only. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Transaction details after issuing certificate. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Verifying certificate through student login. 

 
The above Fig.7 the student side verify on blockchain 
platform. It will have only verification option. So if certificate 
has successfully generated at administration side then only 
can visible at this side. Verify is non-payable function hence it 
can be used for free to check the status of the certificate issued 
or not. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Data security is one of the major features of blockchain 
technology. Blockchain[1,3] is a large and open-access online 
ledger in that each node saves and verifies the same data. 
Using the proposed blockchain-based system reduces the 
likelihood of certificate forgery. The process of certificate 
application and automated certificate granting are open and 
transparent in the system. Companies or organizations can 
thus inquire about the information on any certificate from the 
system without any third parties dependency. There is no 
certificate loss , students also benefit with this system because 
there is always a protection to their certificate , they don’t 

have any paper certificate to save and protect in their lockers 
blockchain network does this for them always from anywhere 
any time they can restore their certificate. Future work of this 
system to create a function which eliminates the fake 
certificates already exists in the society. In conclusion, the 
system assures information accuracy and security. 
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